AGENDA
Transportation Policy Board
Wednesday July 13, 2022 - 7:00 - 9:00 a.m.
REMOTE ONLY

Note: Extended Meeting & Remote Option Only.

Please note, this meeting will be in workshop format, with breakout rooms for small group discussion. Members of the public wishing to observe
the discussion must join the Zoom meeting, as the Facebook recording will not capture the small group discussions. To receive a link to the
Zoom meeting, please email info@trpc.org.
Individuals who prefer to watch the meeting only and not observe the breakout room discussions, can watch the meeting live on
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/trpc.org
1.

7:00 am

Introductions – Andy Ryder, Chair

2.

Recognition – Andy Ryder, Chair
Chair Ryder will recognize the service of Community Representative Kevin Pestinger.

3.

Executive Director's Report & Announcements – Marc Daily, TRPC

4.

Approval of Agenda – Andy Ryder, Chair

ACTION

5.

Consent Calendar

ACTION

a.
6.

Approval of Meeting Notes (Attachment) – June 8, 2022, Andy Ryder, Chair

Public Comment Period
Public comment for this meeting will be accepted in written and oral format.
•
The deadline for submitting written public comments or registering for oral public
comment at the meeting is noon (12:00 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time) the day preceding
the meeting, July 12, 2022.
•
For written public comment, please provide: 1) your name and address and 2) your
comments. Send them to info@trpc.org. Written comments received by the deadline
will be provided to the Policy Board members prior to the meeting.
•
Commenters who wish to provide comment during the meeting, please send an email
to info@trpc.org and you will receive a link to join the meeting.
The Chair may accept public comment from individuals that did not pre-register after registered
public comment has been provided. The Chair may also limit oral public comment to three
minutes or less, depending on the meeting agenda and number of people wishing to comment.
There will be two opportunities to provide public comment during the meeting (Agenda Items 6
and 9). The first opportunity will be at the beginning of the meeting after the approval of the
consent calendar, and the second, after Agenda Item #8 – Call for Projects Process Discussion.
Comments in the second Public Comment Period (Agenda Item 9) should focus on Agenda Item
8: Call for Projects Process Discussion.

7.

7:10 - 7:30
20 min

Consideration of Interview Committee Recommendation on Business & Community
Representatives (Attachment) – Andy Ryder, Selection Committee, and Karen Parkhurst,
TRPC
Staff will provide an overview of the recruitment and selection process. The Interview
Committee – Dani Madrone, First Vice Chair; Renee Radcliff Sinclair; Second Vice Chair, and
Pete Kmet, Emeritus Representative – will present their recommendations to the full Policy
Board for action to appoint 3 Business and 2 Community Representatives.
10 min. presentation, 10 min. questions

ACTION

8.

7:30 – 8:35
65 min

Call for Projects Process Discussion
After Agenda Item 7, the group will move to a Retreat/Workshop style format and Executive
Director Marc Daily will lead a discussion on the new Call for Projects Process, reminding the
Board of background information and a recap of conversations with the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC).
The members will participate as a full Board and in smaller breakout sessions, supported by
Executive Director Daily, Paul Brewster, Veena Tabbutt, and Karen Parkhurst, TRPC.

PRESENTATIONS
AND DISCUSSION

9.

8:35 – 8:45
10 min

Second Public Comment Period
Public comment accepted on Agenda Item 8.

10.

8:45 – 8:55
10 min

Recommendation to Council on new Call for Projects Process. – Andy Ryder, Chair
Chair Ryder will reconvene the full Board to take action on the Call for Projects Process.

11.

8:55– 9:00
5 min.

Outside Committee Report
Because of the full agenda, this item will be covered in the After- Meeting Summary.

12.

9:00 am

Adjourn
NEXT MEETING
September 14, 2022
NO AUGUST MEETING

ACTION
BRIEFING

Public Comment:
The following is not acceptable as either written or oral public comment and is considered disruptive behavior.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting or advertising commercial services, entities, or products.
Supporting or opposing political candidates or ballot propositions.
Distributing obscene content.
Engaging in illegal activity or encouragement of illegal activity.
Promoting, fostering or perpetuating discrimination on the basis of creed, color, age, religion, gender, gender identification,
marital status, status with regard to public assistance, national origin, physical or mental disability or sexual orientation
information that may tend to compromise the safety or security of the public or public systems.
Threatening or intimidating language, including cyber bullying.
Otherwise engaging in disruptive behavior.

Members of the public engaging in disruptive behavior may have their emails blocked (for written comments) or be removed from the meeting
(for oral comments).
Thurston Regional Planning Council ensures full compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by prohibiting discrimination against
any person based on race, color, national origin, or sex in the provision of benefits and services resulting from its federally assisted programs
and activities. For questions regarding TRPC's Title VI Program, you may contact the Title VI Coordinator at 360.956.7575 or email
info@trpc.org.
If you need special accommodations to participate in this meeting, please call us at 360.956.7575 by 10:00 a.m. three days prior to the meeting.
Ask for the ADA Coordinator.
For TDD users, please use the state’s toll-free relay service, 711 and ask the operator to dial 360.956.7575.

MINUTES OF MEETING
Regular Meeting
TRANSPORTATION POLICY BOARD
Wednesday, June 8, 2022
2411 Chandler Court SW
Olympia, WA 98502
Hybrid – In person and remote
Call to Order
Chair Andy Ryder called the meeting to order at 7:00 am.
Attendance
Members Present:
City of Lacey
City of Olympia
City of Rainier
City of Tenino
City of Tumwater
City of Yelm
Intercity Transit
North Thurston Public Schools
Thurston County
WSDOT
Community Rep
Emeritus Rep
Members Absent:
Nisqually Indian Tribe
Confederated Tribes of the
Chehalis Reservation
Port of Olympia
State Government
Business Rep

Andy Ryder, Chair
Dani Madrone, First Vice Chair
Ron Kemp, Council member
John O’Callahan, Council member
Peter Agabi, Council member
Brian Hess, Council member
Don Melnick, Authority member
Deanna Maddux, Staff
Carolina Mejia, Commissioner
Gaius Sanoy, Staff
Kevin Pestinger
Pete Kmet
Heidi Thomas, Staff
Amy Loudermilk, Staff
Amy Evans, Commissioner
Kevin Dragon, DES Staff
Renee Radcliff Sinclair, Second Vice Chair

Staff Present:
Marc Daily, Executive Director
Veena Tabbutt, Deputy Director
Karen Parkhurst, Planning & Policy Director
Sarah Selstrom, Communications & Outreach Specialist II
Dorinda Merrill, Office Specialist III
Dave Read, IT Manager
Paul Brewster, Senior Planner
Theressa Julius, Senior Planner
Others Present:
Eric Phillips, Intercity Transit
Jessica Gould, Intercity Transit
Ann Freeman-Manzanares, Intercity Transit
Rob LaFontaine, Intercity Transit
Mary Heather Ames, City of Tumwater
Martin Hoppe, City of Lacey
Matt Unzelman, Thurston County
Sophie Stimson, City of Olympia
Michelle Swanson, City of Olympia
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Agenda Item 1
INFORMATION

Introductions/Announcements/Updates
All attendees were introduced.

Agenda Item 2
INFORMATION

Executive Director’s Report & Announcements
Executive Director Marc Daily reported that (1) the Household Travel Survey has
exceeded its goal of having 2,000 households complete the survey; (2) TRPC is
working with over 20 local agencies in Thurston County to update the region’s Hazard
Mitigation Plan; (3) June is Ride Transit month; and (4) Planning & Policy Director
Karen Parkhurst sent an email regarding a WSDOT Freight Plan survey and
encouraged members to participate.

Agenda Item 3
ACTION

Approval of Agenda

Agenda Item 4
ACTION

Approval of Consent Calendar
a. Approval of Meeting Notes – May 6, 2022

Board member O’Callahan moved, seconded by Board member Melnick, to
approve the agenda. Motion carried.

Board member O’Callahan moved, seconded by Board member Melnick, to
approve the consent calendar. Motion carried.
Agenda Item 5

Public Comment
No public comment.

Agenda Item 6
ACTION

Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) Amendment 22-06 and
Contingency Project List
Deputy Director Veena Tabbutt reviewed a proposed amendment to the 2022-2025
Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) to add a Contingency Project List.
The list includes projects for potential federal funding through the Washington State
Department of Transportation (WSDOT). WSDOT received additional funding authority
from the federal Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL). The projects must have been
submitted in the 2022 Call for Projects and reviewed by Council or must be in the
unfunded section of the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP).
The State priorities for these federal funds are:
State Priority 1:
Add federal funding to road construction projects with existing federal funding
• Increased costs (inflation)
• More than required local match
State Priority 2:
• Transit projects
• Design (preliminary engineering) projects
• Planning projects
The Council approved the list of projects at their June 3, 2022, meeting.
Staff recommended the Policy Board amend the 2022-2025 Regional Transportation
Improvement Transportation Improvement Program to include the Contingency Project
List, on page 3 of the staff report.
Board member O’Callahan moved, seconded by Board member Kmet, to amend
the 2022-2025 Regional Transportation Improvement Program to include the
Contingency Project List, on page 3 of the staff report. Motion carried.
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Agenda Item 7
PRESENTATION

Call for Projects Update: Additional Discussion
Deputy Director Veena Tabbutt reviewed an update to the Federal Funding Call for
Projects process. The purpose of the update is to:
•
•
•

Provide a more direct tie to performance goals and targets.
Provide a completive process with clear and transparent project eligibility and
evaluation criteria.
Continue to position the region to meet obligation targets and be eligible for
redistributed funding.

The discussion will be brought back to the Policy Board at their July meeting.
Agenda Item 8
PRESENTATION

Human Services Transportation Plan (HSTP) Update
Programs & Policy Director Karen Parkhurst updated the Policy Board on the
Coordinated Public Transit Human Services Transportation Plan for the Thurston
Region, which TRPC is required to update every four years. To be eligible for various
funding sources, specific projects must be identified in the Plan.

Agenda Item 9
BRIEFING

Outside Committee Reports
No outside committee reports.

Agenda Item 10

Adjournment
There being no further business, Chair Ryder adjourned the meeting at 8:35 a.m.

_______________________________________
Andy Ryder, Chair
Minutes prepared by Burlina Lucas, Administrative Assistant, Thurston Regional Planning Council.
These minutes are not verbatim. A recording of this meeting is available upon request.

AGENDA ITEM #7

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Transportation Policy Board

FROM:

Karen M. Parkhurst, Planning & Policy Director

DATE:

July 6, 2022

SUBJECT:

Business and Community Representative Recommendation

PURPOSE:
To approve the recommendations of the Business and Community Representative Interview
Committee.
Summary:
•

The Transportation Policy Board (TPB) Bylaws call for up to three business and two
community representatives to serve as full TPB members.

•

Currently, one business and one community representative sit on the Board. While
both wish to continue to serve, the Bylaws call for recruitment after two terms. Both
also indicated a willingness to step down to support new/more diverse voices on the
Board.

•

The Policy Board approved the process and members of the Interview Committee
comprised of the Board Chair, First Vice Chair, Second Vice Chair.

•

Four business representative candidates and sixteen community representative’s
candidates applied. On June 15, 2022, the Committee interviewed three business
representative candidates and six community representative candidates. Chair Ryder
was not able to attend the interviews so appointed Emeritus Representative Kmet to
serve in his place.

•

The Interview Committee reached a unanimous decision on their recommendation
for business and community representatives to each serve a 3-year term beginning
at the September 14, 2022, regular Board meeting. Business Representatives:
Jessica McKeegan-Jensen, David Wasson, and Renee Radcliffe Sinclair
(reappointment). Community Representatives: Michelle Murray, and Travis Millar.

REQUESTED ACTION
To approve the recommendation of the Interview Committee and appoint the following for a 3year term beginning at the September 14, 2022, regular Board meeting.
1. Business Representatives: Jessica McKeegan-Jensen, David Wasson, and reappoint
Renee Radcliffe Sinclair
2. Community Representatives: Michelle Murray and Travis Millar
Attachments
kp:bl

MEMORANDUM
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July 6, 2022
Equity Considerations
Except for business and community representatives, members of the Transportation Policy Board are
appointed by the jurisdiction/organization/agency they represent. The Board has no role in those
appointments.
The Transportation Policy Board has the opportunity - when selecting business and community
representatives and when electing officers - to apply other criteria, including an equity and inclusion lens.

TRANSPORTATION POLICY BOARD APPLICATION
Business and Community Representatives
The Transportation Policy Board (TPB) advises the Thurston Regional Planning Council on regional
transportation policy, planning, and funding.
The TPB seeks three business representatives and two community representatives who will serve as full
voting members.
POSITION OVERVIEW
TPB Representation
TPB members reflect the diversity of the region, including urban and rural communities, state
government, school districts, Tribes, and transit. Elected officials represent municipal government. TPB
representation also includes two community representatives and three business representatives. State
legislators from the 2nd, 20th, 22nd, and 35th Legislative Districts serve as ex officio non-voting members
TPB Expectations
Membership requires an interest in transportation issues, a regional perspective, and a willingness to
consider new ideas and opposing viewpoints. Members are expected to prepare for, attend, and actively
participate in regular scheduled meetings, and may participate in other ad hoc meetings, committees, and
transportation-related events. The TPB strives for informed consent in decisions, while respecting the
diversity of viewpoints represented.
TPB Meetings
The TPB meets on the second Wednesday of each month, from 7:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m., except for
August when the TPB is on hiatus. Occasionally, meetings may extend until 9:00 a.m.
Meetings are open to the public and are currently held on-line only. In the future, meetings may continue
to be held remotely, may be in person at the Thurston Regional Planning Council Conference Room
(2411 Chandler Court SW, Olympia, WA) or available in a hybrid form that includes in-person and remote
options.
Recruitment Objectives
The TPB seeks individuals who will bring the perspective of community members who live, work, and play
in the region, private business owners, business associations, and/or economic development to the table.
Business and Community representatives speak for general business and community interests, rather
than their own specific neighborhood, business, or industry.
Terms of Appointment
TPB members serve for a term of one or two years, with no limit to the number of terms served.
RECRUITMENT PROCESS
Interested candidates must complete and submit the Application for Appointment AND the Supplemental
Questions. Materials may be submitted by mail, by email, or by fax.
Mail:

Thurston Regional Planning Council
ATTN: Karen Parkhurst
2411 Chandler Court SW, Olympia, WA 98502

Email:

parkhuk@trpc.org

Fax:

(360) 956-7815

This recruitment is open until all positions are filled. It is suggested that application materials be
returned by 3:00 p.m. on Friday, March 18, 2022.
For questions, please contact Karen Parkhurst by email (parkhuck@trpc.org) or by phone (360) 7412522.

APPLICATION FORM
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative

Please indicate which position you are applying for:

 Business Representative

 Community Representative

APPLICANT INFORMATION
Full Name:

Jessica

McKeegan Jensen (Jensen is fine)

First

Last

Phone:
Home

Mobile

Email:
Personal

Work

Home Address:
Street Address

Apt. / Suite

City

State

Zip Code

BUSINESS INFORMATION (complete this section if applying for Business Representative position)
Business / Organization Name:
Address:
Street Address

Suite

City

State

Zip Code

CONTACT PREFERENCE
I prefer to be contacted and receive information at:
 Home

 Work

 Both

DECLARATION OF INTEREST
I have read and understand the TPB “Position Overview” and look forward to being an active
participant if appointed to this board.

Jessica McKeegan Jensen

03/02/2022

Signature

Date
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
Briefly explain why you would like to serve on the Transportation Policy Board.
Transportion interests me. I previously managed the Real Estate Office for the Washington State
Department of Transportion (WSDOT) Olympic Region (includes Thurston County, Pierce, Mason,
Grays Harbor, Jefferson, Clallam and Kitsap counties) where I learned about our regional
transportation structure, challenges and needs and worked on a variety of transportation projects
including WSDOT mobility projects, trails, and joint projects with local jurisdictions. I commuted to
Seattle weekly for 7 years where I taught as a UW adjunct professor and have experienced first hand
the changing landscapte and transportation challenges as our region has grown and I've been an EV
owner since 2011.

How will the Transportation Policy Board benefit from your participation?
As a business owner who advises other businesses on a regular basis, I have some knowledge of
the challenges local businesses are facing. I also serve on the Thurston EDC Board and I am
currently President of the West Olympia Business Association so I have access to the broader
business community. My background with WSDOT might help, and my 11 years' experience as an
EV user will bring that perspective to the Board. I am a long-range planner and creative problem
solver as well as a practical environmentalist. Differing opinions don't bother me - focus is on finding
common ground and work from there.

How might you benefit from serving on the Transportation Policy Board?
It's always fun and interesting to be involved in problem solving and planning for the future, and this
is one way I can give back to the community that I love.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
Discuss any interest in specific types of transportation issues, such as public transit (bus, rail),
walking, bicycling, telework, vanpools, autonomous vehicles, or technology.
All of these issues interest me, especially planning for increaesd EV use, autonomous vehicles,
telework, walking and biking. Particularly interested in these issues as they relate to rural areas since
I live in a rural area but work in town (Oly).

Discuss any specific concerns you may have about how the transportation system operates in the
Thurston region. This may include but is not limited to: pavement or bridge conditions; safety around
schools; transportation options for people who because of age, income, or ability may face greater
challenges; specific issues in the rural or urban community; or how to find out about your
transportation options.
- West side interchange challenges. My former west side office of 9 years experienced the Black Lake
interchange bottleneck. It was a nightmare in November and December.

- Increasing public or shared trans options in rural areas. I live in a rural area that has some modest
population density (e.g., long-term residents living in RV parks) where our transit stop was removed
maybe 20 years ago.
- Surface road bike paths are inadequate and unsafe in most rural areas. I used to commute by bike
to my office 2 or 3 days a week in the spring/summer/fall but now I'm reluctant to take the risk
(increased traffic, driver inattention, lack of bike lanes).
- Increasing EV charging infrastructure to encourage EV use, including rural areas.

Describe relevant previous committee work – Highlight any transportation-related committee work, or
any committees/boards that had a regional perspective. This is not a requirement.
- Past Chair of Thurston County Chamber of Commerce. Served on the Legislative Committee for a
number of years where transportation was an issue we took a position on annually.

- Current President of the West Olympia Business Association. We have been asked to engage in
planning efforts for the Mall revisioning project.
- Washington State Bar Association Solo and Small Practice Executive Committee. Telework is one of
the issues we have been addressing from a business owner perspective (benefits of flexibility,
reduced commute time, and keeping cars off the road versus challenges of managing staff who
telework and maintaining team cohesiveness and client and other relationships)
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
How did you learn about this opportunity?
Michael Cade, Thurston EDC.

For business representative candidates only.
How does your business interact with the transportation system (freight, employee travel, customer
access)? For community representative candidates, how do you interact with the transportation
system (as a student, employee, employer, consumer)?
Business: Employee commute, employee intercity travel for work-related activities, client access, and
my own commute as well as travel to/from outside work-related meetings.
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APPLICATION FORM
Transportation Polley Board
Business & Community Representative

Please Indicate which position you are applying for:

□

Iii Business Representative

Community Representative

APPLICANT INFOFlMATION
Full Name:
Phone:

David

Wasson

First

Last

---------

Home

Email:

--------------

Personal

Work
Work

Street Address

Apt. !Suite

City

State

ZipCode

BU$1NESS INFORMATION (complete this section If applying for Business Repreeantatlve. position)
Business/ Organization Name:
Address:
Suite
City

State

ZlpCOde

CONTACT PREFERENCE
I prefer to be contacted and receive information at:
Home
liD Work
Both

a

a

DE!CLAR:ATION OF INTEREST

I have read and under

participant If appolnte

vervlew" and look forward to being an active

Date
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APPLICATION FORM
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative

Please indicate which position you are applying for:

 Business Representative

 Community Representative

APPLICANT INFORMATION
Full Name:

Michelle

Murray

First

Last

Phone:
Home

Mobile

Work

Email:
Personal

Work

Home Address:
Street Address

Apt. / Suite

City

State

Zip Code

BUSINESS INFORMATION (complete this section if applying for Business Representative position)
Business / Organization Name:
Address:
Street Address

Suite

City

State

Zip Code

CONTACT PREFERENCE
I prefer to be contacted and receive information at:
 Home

 Work

 Both

DECLARATION OF INTEREST
I have read and understand the TPB “Position Overview” and look forward to being an active
participant if appointed to this board.

Michelle L Murray

03/08/2022

Signature

Date
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
Briefly explain why you would like to serve on the Transportation Policy Board.
As a person with mobility issues that doesn't drive, I know firsthand the challenges people face in
accessing transportation. I want to be a voice that represents others who experience these
challenges.

How will the Transportation Policy Board benefit from your participation?
I provide a counter view in terms of how difficult it may be for many in our community to access
transportation from a micro to macro level views. I am someone who uses various modes of
transportation to get around and am familiar with the pros and cons of all. I want to find solutions to
make it easier for people to be able to access our community and be able to fully participate in the
activities and services available in Thurston County.

How might you benefit from serving on the Transportation Policy Board?
Gain a better understanding of the policy and budgetary issues that affect transportation in our
community. Able to better communicate with others to aid them in understanding the issues better so
that a dialogue can be started that can lead to changes. A greater depth of my communities
committment to serving the transportation needs of our citizenry.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
Discuss any interest in specific types of transportation issues, such as public transit (bus, rail),
walking, bicycling, telework, vanpools, autonomous vehicles, or technology.
Public transit, walking, bicycling, alternatate modes of transportation, and autonomus vehicles.

What can we do to expand services to areas outside of the current routes?
How can we make it more accessible for all to navigate our city sidewalks and address the lack of safe
sidewalks.
Ensuring city planners understand that saving costs by not expanding sidewalks, repairing sidewalks,
installing sidewalks only hurts our community.
City planners should coordinate projects that involve getting around with people who have disabilities
to ensure that it accomodates them. In an area that has many elderly and veterans, this is crucial.
Providing safe access for all modes of transportation - Scooters, skateboards, Mobility Devices such
as scooters, manual and electric wheelchairs, and other mobility devices such as those similar to golf
carts, bicycles - both regular and recumbant and electric and non-electric.
All things autonomous vehicles and what that means for the community. How can we showcase the
amazing world it can open for people and keep the community safe.

Discuss any specific concerns you may have about how the transportation system operates in the
Thurston region. This may include but is not limited to: pavement or bridge conditions; safety around
schools; transportation options for people who because of age, income, or ability may face greater
challenges; specific issues in the rural or urban community; or how to find out about your
transportation options.
There is not enough room. When I have to use my manual wheelchair, I tend to stay home and I know
I am not alone in that. I have fallen into the street on College and Ruddell at least 3 times because the
sidewalks are too narrow, in disrepair, and cant too much along driveways that I have fallen into the
road. There is no buffer between the road and the sidewalk. Construction crews ALWAYS forget to
provide an accessible route. I called Lacey when they were doing work on College street several times
because there wasn't proper signage to warn of inaccessability, no alternate route provided, etc. The
fact I had to call several times let me know it was not important or adhered to despite what they said.
They failed to adequately provide safe passage. The lack of bike lanes and sidewalks makes Lacey
and Olympia very unwalkable. That is a shame given all the paths and areas to walk in. But why do we
have to drive to get to them? As someone who uses an Other Mobility Device it is frustrating because I
get crap from people for being on the sidewalk/trail where it IS safer because they don't think I am
allowed there and the city has placed the dividers that makes the trail inacessible for me as I need a
4.5 foot clearance to safely get by. But I am not allowed to ride my scooter in the street because it is a
mobility device. There also needs to be a better option for those of us who have dial - a - lift. I would
use it more if it were practical - but it isn't. I generally don't use it because you have to schedule in
Describe relevant previous committee work – Highlight any transportation-related committee work, or
any committees/boards that had a regional perspective. This is not a requirement.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
How did you learn about this opportunity?
Email

For business representative candidates only.
How does your business interact with the transportation system (freight, employee travel, customer
access)? For community representative candidates, how do you interact with the transportation
system (as a student, employee, employer, consumer)?
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APPLICATION FORM
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative

Please indicate which position you are applying for:

 Business Representative

 Community Representative

APPLICANT INFORMATION
Full Name:

Travis

Millar

First

Last

Phone:
Home

Mobile

Work

Email:
Personal

Work

Home Address:
Street Address

Apt. / Suite

City

State

Zip Code

BUSINESS INFORMATION (complete this section if applying for Business Representative position)
Business / Organization Name:
Address:
Street Address

Suite

City

State

Zip Code

CONTACT PREFERENCE
I prefer to be contacted and receive information at:
 Home

 Work

 Both

DECLARATION OF INTEREST
I have read and understand the TPB “Position Overview” and look forward to being an active
participant if appointed to this board.

Travis Millar

03/17/2022

Signature

Date
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
Briefly explain why you would like to serve on the Transportation Policy Board.
As a resident of Thurston County for 15 years, I'd like to be more than a bystander in my community.
I've put down roots and am raising a family here, and I want to do my part to ensure future
generations have access to safe, equitable, sustainable transportation. Serving on the Transportation
Policy Board would allow me to contribute to my community in a meaningful way and collaborate with
others who share the same passions I do.

How will the Transportation Policy Board benefit from your participation?

I believe I bring a unique perspective to the table. That of the rare breed of ardent cyclist who also loves cars
and driving. I advocate for and ride public transit while reading automotive journalism. I have cycled to work
for most of my career and I walk wherever I can, but I'll drag a visiting friend to Hawks Prairie just to show off
our new diverging diamond interchange. I also serve as my employer's Employee Transportation Coordinator,
and am acutely aware of the diversity in challenges people face in getting to work and beyond. It's through this
wide, unconventional lens that I can understand the desires and concerns of my fellow citizens.
Thurston County offers both amazing walkable places and wonderful country backroads. By enjoying both I've
come to recognize that there is no one-size-fits-all solution to the challenges we face as a county whose
population and climate continue to change. As a driver and car enthusiast, I understand the needs of the
majority road user. As a cyclist and environmentalist, I can also perceive how transportation needs to evolve to
meet the demands of a changing world.

How might you benefit from serving on the Transportation Policy Board?
I have been in Thurston County long enough to know the growing pains it's been through, and plan to
stay here long enough that I have a vested interest in seeing it succeed. I hope to see my daughters
grow up in a community where their socioeconomic mobility is not limited because of their physical
mobility. I want cities and towns where my aging parents could retire and live a life free from the
necessity of driving for everyday needs. Perhaps most importantly, I hope for a world that is not
actively harmed by our movement within it. By serving on the TPB I can do my part to ensure these
ideals are within reach.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
Discuss any interest in specific types of transportation issues, such as public transit (bus, rail),
walking, bicycling, telework, vanpools, autonomous vehicles, or technology.

From cars and bicycles to traffic patterns and infrastructure, transportation in all its forms has been a fascination
of mine since childhood. For as long as I can remember, I've been captivated by the ways people move about
their worlds. Given that I was raised by a car enthusiast traffic engineer, this was probably no coincidence.
However, over time, my focus has shifted towards bicycling and public transit as a multimodal approach to
addressing concerns about equity, congestion and climate change.
I applaud the recent adoption of remote work for many area employers, including my own. And I cherish the
walkable pockets of our cities. But I also recognize that teleworking from a home that's within walking distance
of life's daily needs is not the reality most of us face. By making transit and cycling viable options for everyone,
we can make realistic achievable improvements in the lives of Thurston County residents.

Discuss any specific concerns you may have about how the transportation system operates in the
Thurston region. This may include but is not limited to: pavement or bridge conditions; safety around
schools; transportation options for people who because of age, income, or ability may face greater
challenges; specific issues in the rural or urban community; or how to find out about your
transportation options.

I believe if we want to mitigate climate change and improve transportation options for all, there need to be fewer
cars on the roads. The solution is not switching from internal combustion engines to electric vehicles; it's getting
people out of cars and onto buses and bikes.
I've biked for transportation and recreation in Thurston County for many years, and while I appreciate the
infrastructure we have, I recognize there are many improvements that can be made. If we are to really expect that
people choose riding over driving, we need to give them a bicycle network that makes it inviting to do so. We're
lucky to have separated rail trails, but the streets beyond them could always be better. Likewise, we are lucky to
have Intercity Transit, but they need our continued support to expand service and operate at such a high level.
The often unheralded benefit of increased transit and bike ridership is the alleviation of congestion and wear on
roads. There will always be a need and/or desire to drive for some (myself included). The experience for those
behind the wheel can be greatly improved when residents have the freedom to drive because they choose, not
because they have to. In this scenario everyone wins, and I believe it is possible in Thurston County.
Describe relevant previous committee work – Highlight any transportation-related committee work, or
any committees/boards that had a regional perspective. This is not a requirement.
I am currently the chair of the Wellness Committee as well as Employee Transportation Coordinator
for TwinStar Credit Union. Through serving in these roles I am able to have frequent conversations
about transportation and encourage employees to explore new ways of getting around. TwinStar has
seven branches in Thurston County, as well as a corporate office, and I am able to help those
employees determine what commuting options are available to them. Our Commute Trip Reduction
program is able to offer full reimbursement to all employees for transit and vanpool costs. Coupled
with new remote work policies, we have made great strides in the CTR realm in recent years.

As Wellness chair, I developed a reimbursement program wherein employees have up to $250 per
year available for the purchase of bicycles and other recreation equipment. Our committee also
implemented a bike share for our corporate campus, with a fleet of bicycles available for employees to
use to run errands or ride recreationally on the nearby Chehalis Western Trail. Additionally, our
committee frequently puts on challenges designed to get employees walking and biking in their
communities. It has been incredibly rewarding to realize these successes, and I seek to bring the
same enthusiasm to the Transportation Policy Board.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
Transportation Policy Board
Business & Community Representative
How did you learn about this opportunity?
As ETC for my employer, I engage regularly with staff at the Thurston Regional Planning Council and
other ETCs in the region. I learned of this opportunity through a recent email from Veronica Jarvis.

For business representative candidates only.
How does your business interact with the transportation system (freight, employee travel, customer
access)? For community representative candidates, how do you interact with the transportation
system (as a student, employee, employer, consumer)?
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AGENDA ITEM #8

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Transportation Policy Board

FROM:

Marc Daily, Executive Director, Veena Tabbutt, Deputy Director, Karen M.
Parkhurst, Planning & Policy Director, Paul Brewster, Senior Planner

DATE:

July 6, 2022

SUBJECT:

Call for Projects Process Discussion & Workshop

PURPOSE
To review and discuss the details of TRPC’s Federal Transportation Grant Funding Call for
Projects Process.
Summary:
•

The Transportation Policy Board (TPB) will review outstanding policy considerations on
TRPC’s 2022 Federal Transportation Grant Funding Call for Projects Process.

•

The TPB will be briefly revisit the background on the revised Call for Projects Process
and the status of process details with the Technical Advisory Committee – including
areas of agreement and disagreement.

•

Staff will present topics for policy consideration including Funding Caps, Geographic
Equity, Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors and Centers, Tie Breaking Methods, and
the Rural Community Support Program.

•

Members will divide into small breakout groups to discuss each of the policy
considerations.

•

Breakout groups will return to the full board to report on their groups’ preferences to
address each of the policy considerations.

•

During the July 13 Workshop, the TPB will review and discuss a preferred policy
approach on the details and applicability of the Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors
and Centers Regional Priority Criteria for TRPC’s 2022 Federal Transportation Grant
Funding Call for Projects Process. The TPB is expected to make a final decision on the
preferred criteria as part of a package of Call for Projects Process recommendations to
TRPC prior to adjourning.

•

The primary policy questions that require TPB’s attention include:
QUESTION 1: Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors and Neighborhood Centers
o What is your preferred approach for applying the Regional Priority Sustainable
Thurston Urban Corridors and Centers Criteria to project ranking?
▪ Use existing zoning and comprehensive plan’s land use designations as
the basis for defining neighborhood centers.
▪ The definition of neighborhood centers should be more inclusive than the
present zoning definitions used on the map. Provide greater flexibility and
allow applicants to justify their designation of a neighborhood center.
o Is there an alternative to evaluate projects’ ability to support the achievement of
the Sustainable Thurston goal to focus development in vibrant urban centers,
corridors, and neighborhoods?

QUESTION 2: Funding Caps
o Do policy makers want funding caps – issues of geographic equity and regularly achieving obligation
targets?
▪ Are the funding caps at the appropriate level?
▪ For Urban Medium, is the macro-cap of no more than 33% of total funds available over
two Call for Projects cycles appropriate to support the policy that all eligible Urban
Medium applicants have a reasonable opportunity for funding over time?
QUESTION 3: Rural Community Support Program
o If RCSP communities apply for and receive a federal transportation grant through TRPC, should they
also be eligible to receive a share of the RCSP?
QUESTION 4: Breaking Scoring Ties
o What is your preferred approach for breaking ties to select priority projects for grant awards?
REQUESTED ACTION
To provide staff feedback on the Call for Projects Policy Considerations. Action on items related to this
memorandum will be taken on agenda item #10.
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EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS
How has equity been considered in this agenda item?
Equity criteria for reviewing and ranking projects were developed for the Call for Projects process.

BACKGROUND
Purpose of the Call for Projects Update
Over the past several years, the Transportation Policy Board (TPB) and the Council have been working on a
revision to the manner in which TRPC conducts its process for selecting projects for federal Surface
Transportation Block Grant (STBG) and STBG Set Aside (aka Transportation Alternatives). The purpose of the
revision is to1:
• Provide a more direct tie to performance goals and targets.
• Ensure a competitive process.
• Provide clear and transparent project eligibility and evaluation criteria.
• Continue to position the region to meet obligation targets and be eligible for redistributed funding.
What Couldn’t Change? Federal Guidelines
• The required urban, rural, and flexible (either urban or rural) geographic funding allocations.
Past federal transportation laws have required a 75/25 percent split of federal funding be used in urban and rural
areas, respectively. With the passage of the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) in 2021, the federal government
further emphasized transportation investments in the urban areas by requiring that for STBG and STBG Set Aside
funds combined, 66 percent muse be used in the Urban Medium areas (50K-100K people), 8 percent in urban
small (5K-50K people), 9 percent in rural areas, and 17 percent that can be used in either urban or rural areas
(Figure 1).

1

Note: Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funds will continue to be awarded to projects that reduce emissions of
particulate matter 10.
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Figure 1. 2022 Federal Urban and Rural Designations for Thurston County.
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Table 1 shows in tabular form which of TRPC’s primary transportation applicants are eligible for funds in each of
the geographic designations. These geographic designations and the percentage of federal funds that must be
allocated to each designation impacts the overall amount of funding TRPC members can receive in a single call
for projects.
Table 1. 2022 Federal Urban and Rural Designations for Thurston County.

Eligibility
Applicants
UM (66%) US (8%)

*
Intercity Transit

Lacey

Olympia

Tumwater


Thurston County

Yelm
Bucoda
Chehalis Tribe
Rainier
Tenino
Nisqually Tribe

R (9%)
*









FLEX (17%)












RCSP

or
or
or
or
or







* Intercity Transit is eligible in all categories but is most likely to apply for
Urban Medium
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Program Structure
The program will consist of three tiers as shown in Figure 2:
•

Project Priorities: The region’s priority types of eligible projects. These priorities have not changed a great
deal, although based on feedback received during the 2021 transportation priorities public survey,
priorities now explicitly call out planning, resiliency, and active transportation. TRPC staff have heard not
disagreement on the six defined project priorities.

•

Regional Priorities: The region’s policy criteria for evaluating all projects on their likelihood to advance
regional goals. TRPC staff have heard general agreement about efficient use of federal funding and
Greenhouse Gas Reduction, yet questions remain around Sustainable Thurston Corridors and Centers
and the geographic equity component of Equity. There is general agreement around the social equity
component of Equity.

•

Funding set-asides and funding caps: A set aside is a budgeted funding category to solicit and fund
specific types of policy-based project priorities. A set aside may also be established to provide funding to
a subgroup of applicants. Funding caps reflect the jurisdictions’ varying capabilities to develop plans,
grant applications, and manage their federally awarded projects. They help to balance the project
selection process to fund both larger and smaller jurisdictions’ grant proposals that advance regional
goals. These strategies also allow regional policymakers to spread funding across the various
jurisdictions. There is general agreement that the 2022 Call for Projects should include the Rural
Community Support Program sponsored by Thurston County and made available to the communities of
Bucoda, Rainier, Tenino, Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation, and the Nisqually Indian
Tribe. The percentage of STBG funds to be set aside for the Rural Community Support Program will be
decided by Council prior to launch of the 2022 Call for Projects.
Figure 2. TRPC’s three-tiered funding program approach

Another policy issue that TPB will discuss includes funding caps designed to help achieve our annual
obligation target and promote geographic equity of federal funding opportunity.
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QUESTION 1:
Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors and Centers Regional Priority Criteria
The Need
During the criteria’s development and review process, differing views emerged from both Technical Advisory
Committee and Transportation Policy Board members as to how the ‘neighborhood centers’ land use component
of the Sustainable Thurston criteria should be defined. These views are presented in this memorandum.
Background
TRPC’s revised Federal Transportation Grant Funding Call for Projects Process establishes a Regional Priority
criterion to rank proposals’ performance in advancing Sustainable Thurston’s goal for urban corridors, centers,
and neighborhoods.
TRPC’s Creating Places Preserving Spaces, a Sustainable Development Plan for the Thurston Region started by
posing a question to the community at large, “How do you want your community to look, function, and feel in
2035?” Community feedback and an analysis of existing plans and policies led to the establishment of the plan’s
first goal: “Create vibrant centers, corridors, and neighborhoods while accommodating growth.”
To achieve this goal, Sustainable Thurston set a target: “By 2035, 72 percent of all households in our cities,
towns, and unincorporated growth areas will be within a half-mile of an urban center, corridor, or neighborhood
center with access to goods and services to meet some of their daily needs.”
Sustainable Thurston identified action steps to achieve this goal – (1) Rethink existing land-use zoning and
regulations in the urban areas to allow for greater mix of uses and densities to support efficient provision of
services; and (2) Identify priority areas, begin neighborhood-level planning to create clarity about design, mix of
uses, and density, and take actions.
Criteria Details
The Sustainable Thurston Call for Projects criteria consists of two parts. The first part is project eligibility – the
type of infrastructure, programs, and studies that are conducive to improve residents’ ability to fulfill more
commercial activity trips conveniently and safely by walking, biking, and using transit. An applicant’s proposal
must include an eligible project type to earn points. To date, there has been general agreement on the project
eligibility types developed through this process.
The second part relates to how points are earned and is related to the proximity of a project to an urban corridor,
urban area, or neighborhood center. A map of urban corridors and neighborhood centers will be used to assign a
project’s score.
The urban corridors were identified by the joint TPB and TRPC Urban Corridors Task Force and are
institutionalized in Sustainable Thurston’s Preferred Land Use Scenario. TRPC staff consulted community land
use planners and the TAC for their recommendation on what land use designations should be used to map the
neighborhood centers. The cities’ land use planners advised TRPC on the zoning codes and comprehensive plan
land use designations that are applicable and consistent with the neighborhood center designation in Sustainable
Thurston (Table 2). The cities’ land use designations are applicable to the unincorporated urban growth areas
through Countywide Planning Policies and the cities joint plans with Thurston County.
Referencing the map (Figure 3), two points would be awarded to proposals located within one-quarter mile of an
urban corridor or center, and one point for a project within a one-half mile buffer of an urban corridor, center, or
neighborhood center.
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Figure 3. Map of Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors and Centers Criteria

Online Map: https://trpc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=1319f06c95d543e092b4c46ac735a91e

Table 2. Sustainable Thurston Mapped Neighborhood Center Zoning Definitions: Data Sources
City of Lacey
Neighborhood Commercial (NC) Zone
Comprehensive Plan’s Commercial Centers and Nodes Map, Section III, Community Vision
City of Olympia
Neighborhood Retail (NR) Zone
Comprehensive Plan’s Neighborhood Centers (Future Land Use Map)
City of Tumwater
Neighborhood Commercial (NC) Zone
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Areas of Agreement
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) members agree in principle that the Sustainable Thurston Urban
Corridors and Centers Regional Priority Criteria is a relevant and useful policy framework to evaluate projects’
performance in meeting the region’s priorities. TAC members also agree the criteria should only apply to projects
located within the Urban Medium area.
Areas of Disagreement
Two differing views have emerged during the TAC’s and TPB’s review of the Sustainable Thurston Urban
Corridors and Centers Criteria. The differences focus on what should constitute the definition of a neighborhood
center:
1. Use existing zoning and comprehensive plan land use designations (what is shown on Figure 3). This
approach offers a definitive and transparent standard that is based on the municipalities’ approved
processes, policy decisions, and definitions. Comprehensive plans and zoning codes are the regulatory
framework to direct and control development and investments within communities. Points should be based
on a project’s location on the map.
2. Use the map AND allow applicants to provide narrative for how an area not on the map supports existing
land uses that includecontain and support commercial activity that function as neighborhood centers (in the
presence or absence of existing zoning designations). This view offers applicants greater flexibility to submit
a proposal that fulfills an existing need. Applicants will justify the basis of the neighborhood center through a
narrative on their application to earn the point, and not be constrained by what is shown on the map.
Pros and Cons
Neighborhood Center Definition

Pro
Offers a more transparent approach
supported by adopted land use
plans and policies.
Directs transportation investments
to areas identified as priorities within
Urban Medium communities existing
plans.

1.

2.

Current Zoning &
Comprehensive Plan

Existing Land Use

A project score can be readily
assigned from what is shown on the
map. This presents a lower risk for
disagreements of projects’ resulting
scores.

Offers applicants greater flexibility to
submit proposals that can invest in
neighborhoods with existing
commercial land uses that
functionally serve as neighborhood
centers even if not formally
designated as such..

Con
The zoning approach may
adversely overlook neighborhoods
that have existing land uses that
conform with the functional concept
of neighborhood centers. Such
areas would not receive points in
TRPC’s funding process.*

Thurston County staff state that
they have not designated
neighborhood centers, although the
county has areas that meet the
characteristics of a neighborhood
center. A strict use of the map
disadvantages these projects.
therefore their Transportation
Improvement Program has fewer
projects that will be competitive with
this approach.
Project scoring is subjective. Each
applicant’s justification for
neighborhood center must be
evaluated on its unique merits. Not
as transparent as map-based
determination.
Presents a higher risk for
disagreements over projects’
resulting scores. Policy makers
could be responsible for resolving
disagreements.

* Note: For projects within the Urban Medium Area, but not located in an urban center, urban corridor, or
neighborhood center, points may be considered if the project location is pending an urban center or neighborhood
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center zoning amendment, or if a rezone is identified in a transportation plan or sub-area plan for a future zoning
change that will coincide with the project’s implementation date.
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Discussion
TRPC and partner agency staff agree that the Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors and Centers land use
designations deserve more attention and should be reevaluated prior to the next Call for Projects Process. TRPC
staff is seeking the TPB’s recommendation on how to move forward on the details and applicability of this criteria
to identify regional priority projects.

TRPC STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Ideally, designation of neighborhood centers would be done formally through plans. However, through
discussions with the TAC, it became clear that strictly using the map of formal designations would unduly
disadvantage projects that enhance the function of an area that already demonstrates neighborhood center
characteristics. This issue is especially problematic for Thurston County proposals. Therefore, staff recommend
that the Urban Corridors and Centers map be used, but that applicants also be able to provide a narrative
explaining how a non-designated area functions as a neighborhood center. TRPC staff recommends that the
Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors and Centers criteria only be applicable to projects in the Urban Medium
Area. Furthermore, staff recommend that the cities’ current zoning and comprehensive plans’ land use
designations should serve as the standard for defining the location of neighborhood centers.

QUESTIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS
1. What is your preferred approach for applying the Regional Priority Sustainable Thurston Urban Corridors
and Centers Criteria to project ranking?
a. Use existing zoning and comprehensive plan’s land use designations as the basis for defining
neighborhood centers.
b. The definition of neighborhood centers should be more inclusive than the present zoning definitions
used on the map. Provide greater flexibility and allow applicants to justify their designation of a
neighborhood center.
2. Is there an alternative to evaluate projects’ ability to support the achievement of the Sustainable Thurston
goal to focus development in vibrant urban centers, corridors, and neighborhoods?
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QUESTION 2:
Funding Caps & Geographic Equity
The Need
When the TPB first began discussing the Call for Projects Process revision at the 2019 retreat, a priority of
ensuring that all of the traditional transportation funding applicants should have an equitable opportunity to
receive funding. To address this interest, staff proposed caps on each applicant in a single Call for Projects
Process and across multiple calls.
Background
Age-old Funding Strategy Questions:
•

In making funding decisions, should policy makers spread the money around in smaller amounts, ensuring
that each geographic area has a chance at some funding?

•

Should policy makers make larger awards to a limited number of applicants, supporting larger efforts?

•

Should policy makers allow one or two applicants to receive all the funding?

•

Should policy makers include flexibility in the funding process, allowing for agility in managing?

The adage that “federal money is easier to get than it is to spend” plays into such policy decisions:
• For applicants, putting federal money and its requirements on smaller projects may not be efficient. Some
jurisdictions won’t apply for federal funding on a construction project that is less than $500,000 (for a
phase).
•

For TRPC as the Metropolitan/Regional Transportation Planning Organization, managing obligation
requirements is much less risky and more efficient with a mix of projects of different types and sizes. This
avoids the risk of relying on one or two large projects to make obligation targets and creates the flexibility
needed for the region to swap projects when one doesn’t obligate on time, avoid sanctions, and access
additional funding from state/federal programs.
In 2020-2022, the region received over $3.6 million in Redistributed, Sanctioned, and Additional Obligation
Authority Funds thanks to a mix of project types/size, good management, and agility. Continuing to achieve
our annual obligation target provides for future opportunities to receive additional funding for the region.

Caps
The TAC and TPB have discussed setting funding caps to support flexibility and geographic equity.
Micro-Caps
Micro-Caps apply to a single Call for Projects cycle (generally every two years). The micro-caps ensure that no
one jurisdiction can apply for or receive all/the majority of the available funding in one cycle, but still allow for
funding of major projects. The micro-caps also help ensure the region has a mix of project size and types that will
help achieve the goal of meeting our annual obligation target (Table 3). Generally, obligation targets are around
$4 million per year.
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Table 3. Proposed Single Call for Projects Funding Caps (micro caps).
FUNDING TYPE

URBAN MEDIUM

URBAN SMALL

RURAL

Surface Transportation
Block Grant (STBG)

$2 million per phase; $3
million per applicant

$1 million per applicant

$1 million per applicant

STBG Set Aside
(Transportation
Alternatives)

$1 million per applicant

$250 thousand per applicant $500 thousand per applicant

STBG and TA combined

Limit of no more than $3
million per applicant
combined

Limit of no more than $1
million per applicant
combined

Limit of no more than $1
million per applicant
combined

•

Joint Projects and Support for Non-Traditional Partners: Since the region encourages jurisdictions
partnering on projects and traditional partners supporting projects for non-traditional partners, applicants
may submit three joint applications with other traditional partners or multiple applications on behalf of nontraditional partners. These applications will not count toward the limits listed above.

•

Prioritization: Applicants submitting more than one project must prioritize their proposals.

•

Type of Funding: Federal eligibility will determine if the proposal will be considered for either STBG or
STBG Set-Aside funds, or both.

•

Geographic Designation: Projects can be submitted for either Urban Medium, Urban Small, or Rural, or a
combination of Urban Small and Rural, depending on project location.

•

Cap: The $2 million dollars per project phase applies to all types of funding and geographic areas –
combined. This is necessary to maintain flexibility to meet the annual obligation target.

Macro-Caps/Geographic Equity
The Macro-cap strategy intends to apply a reasonable award limit, across multiple funding cycles, to fund regional
priority projects and provide opportunities for all applicants to compete for federal funding.
The funding levels in Table 4 are estimates, reflecting past cycles and are only included here to provide an
example of how the caps would apply to the levels of funding TRPC generally receives:
Table 4. General estimates of funding (for illustration purposes only).
Program
Surface Transportation Block Grant and
Transportation Alternatives Urban Medium

2022
Call 1

2024
Call 2

2022 & 2024
Call 1 & 2

33% Cap

$7,300,000

$5,500,000

$12,800,000

$4,224,000

•

Two Funding Cycles: In two consecutive federal funding Call for Projects cycles (e.g., 2022 & 2024),
applicants may not exceed 33 percent of the total funding available for the Urban Medium area.

•

Contingency Proposals: Funding for Contingency Projects that are awarded and obligate between the
cycles would count toward this cap.
Exceeding the Cap: No secure award would be issued in the third Cycle to applicants who exceed the
cap.

•
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An example of how the 33% cap might play out for a single applicant:
•

Applicant A requests $3,000,000 in 2022, and receives an award of $1,500,000 secured and $1,500,000
contingency.

•

Applicant A requests $2,500,000 in 2022, and receives an award of $2,000,000 secured and $500,000
contingency.

•

The total amount of funding available in 2022 and 2024 (Table XX) is $12,800,000, with a 33% cap of
$4,224,000.

•

Applicant A has received $5,500,000 in total funding, exceeding the cap.

•

Since Applicant A has exceeded the cap, Applicant A would not be eligible for secured funding in the third
funding cycle (2026). The applicant could still place projects on the contingency list.

An example of how the funding process could play out absent micro and macro funding caps:
• WSDOT has set distribution targets for STBG funding: 69% urban medium, 8% urban small, 8% urban
rural, and 15% flex. (This illustrative example does not include the nuance of the slightly different
distribution targets for the various programs.)
• Two applicants are eligible in all categories (depending on project/location).
•

Absent caps, policymakers could opt to award all Urban Medium funding available in the 2022 cycle
($7,300,000) to one of those applicants for a single project or a variety of projects, leaving no funding
available for other applicants.

•

This action would make it difficult to hit annual obligation targets, as such an award requires two years of
available funding.

Areas of Agreement
Over the past years of discussion, geographic equity has been raised as a priority for TPB, Council, and
supported by TAC. Additionally, the idea of using funding caps to provide for geographic equity has long been
discussed. However, questions have arisen recently about the emphasis on geographic equity.
Areas of Disagreement
TAC members have generally supported the proposed funding caps but have questioned whether both the micro
and macro cap values should be raised (the result would be fewer, but larger possible projects and potentially
longer waits for each member’s “turn” to receive funding). Others maintain that the proposed caps help ensure a
mix of projects to support achieving obligation targets, while increasing the distribution of funding across the
region.
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Pros and Cons
Micro and Macro Funding Caps
1. Higher than proposed or no
funding caps

Pros
Larger projects may be funded.

Eliminating caps could improve
efficiency, as federal funds are
better suited to larger projects.
2. Proposed micro and macro
caps (Table 3)

Supports geographic equity and
reduces the wait time of each
member to receive a funded
project.

Cons
Relying on fewer projects
increases the risk of not meeting
obligation target. Not achieving
target eliminates redistributed
funding opportunity and may
subject region to sanctions of
future funding.
Members’ highest priority projects
may be too big to fund under the
caps.

Helps region meeting obligation
targets by maintaining a mix of
project sizes and types.

More and smaller projects could be
a more inefficient use of limited
federal funds.

Positions region for receiving
additional funds from the state
through redistribution.

33% cap across two funding cycles
may cause some members to have
to sit out a call for projects cycle.

TRPC STAFF RECOMMENDATION
TRPC staff recommends that the region institute both micro- and macro-funding caps over a two-cycle period to
support policies of geographic equity and flexibility in managing federal funding.

QUESTIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS
• Do policy makers want funding caps – issues of geographic equity and regularly achieving obligation
targets?
•

Are the funding caps at the appropriate level?

•

For Urban Medium, is the macro-cap of no more than 33% of total funds available over two Call for Projects
cycles appropriate to support the policy that all eligible Urban Medium applicants have a reasonable
opportunity for funding over time?
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QUESTION 3:
Rural Community Support Program
The Need
Council, TPB, and the TAC have all expressed support for the Rural Community Support Program (RCSP) in the
2022 Call for Projects. This locally funded grant program is limited to South County Communities and Tribes. The
RCSP applicants are eligible to submit proposals to TRPC’s Federal Transportation Grant Funding Call for
Projects Process. TPB and Council need to decide whether the RCSP communities should be eligible to apply for
RCSP funds if they receive a federal transportation grant through TRPC’s Call for Projects.
Background
For the last 20 years, TRPC has partnered with Thurston County to support the transportation funding needs of
Bucoda, Rainier, Tenino, Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation, and the Nisqually Indian Reservation.
The program assists these communities by removing barriers associated with the federal transportation grant
program requirements, including the need for more robust levels of staffing and local revenue matching capacity.
The program enables applicants to submit proposals alongside other communities that share similar competitive
disadvantages.
The latest version of the RCSP was formalized through a 2020 interlocal agreement between TRPC and Thurston
County:
•

Thurston County, in exchange for a federal grant award, allocates county revenue for community
transportation projects that are consistent with regional transportation priorities.

•

Thurston County reserves a portion of the set aside to establish and manage interlocal agreements and to
process invoices to disburse the grant funds to the communities.

•

TRPC leads the Call for Projects Process, assists the communities with the application procedures,
reviews eligible proposals, and selects proposals for grant awards.

•

Applicants are not required to provide a match.

•

TRPC expects to award approximately $550,000 through the RCSP Call for Projects in 2023.

Discussion
The RCSP communities continue to face challenges with administering federal transportation grant projects.
However, Washington State Department of Transportation, Olympic Region can provide administrative support to
rural community projects, if approved in advance of TRPC’s Federal Transportation Grant Call for Projects
process. Should the RCSP communities choose to apply for federal funding, they would compete with Yelm and
Thurston County for the rural portion of Surface Transportation Block Grant or Transportation Alternatives
funding. TRPC staff seeks the TPB’s recommendation on the eligibility policy for the RCSP, if an applicant
succeeds in receiving a federal grant from TRPC.

TRPC STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The RCSP was created due to the smaller jurisdictions’ disadvantages in competing for and using the regular call
for projects federal funds. Therefore, if one of the RCSP-eligible applicants is successful in such an application,
then that jurisdiction would not receive a share of the RCSP funds for that Call for Projects.

QUESTIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS
1. If RCSP communities apply for and receive a federal transportation grant through TRPC, should they be
eligible to apply for the RCSP Call for Projects?
a. Yes
b. No
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QUESTION 4:
Project Selection – Methods to Break a Tie
The Need
By design, the proposed scoring process has a relatively high potential to result in ties. This A tie breaking
process will helps address the Council, TPB, and TAC input that theselect projects when a total scoringe on its
own should not beis insufficient to serve as the final determinant in project selection. There needs to be room for
TPB and Council to weigh in on project priority, especially in the event of tied scoring. The question remains,
what process will the TPB and Council use to break scoring ties.
Background
A list of proposals sorted from highest to lowest scores arguably provides a clear pathway for policy makers to
make grant funding decisions. Higher scoring proposals should receive greater consideration. With a point-based
application evaluation process, it’s expected that a ranked list will contain one or more tiers of projects with
identical scores. Such an outcome will challenge policy makers to make difficult decisions to choose some
projects over others. In such instances, policy makers need a transparent and accountable process to
differentiate the benefits of the competing proposals to make informed decisions on awards. There are several
methods the TPB could use to break ties to support a funding recommendation to the Council.
Simple Majority Vote
In past funding cycles, the TPB sometimes had to decide between two competing proposals for a grant award.
The chair would facilitate a discussion among the representatives to share their views and collectively deliberate
on the merits of each proposal. This led to a motion to approve a preferred project for funding. A simple majority
vote determined project selection. This process can be effective when only two proposals are being considered.
However, unless one proposal clearly stands out among policy makers, a majority vote may make the applicant
and the voters in the minority voters feel the process is unfair.
Pairwise Comparison
In the pairwise comparison method, the tied proposal goes through a head-to-head comparison against each of
the other proposals. A comparison can be made on the overall impact of each proposal or focus on the impact of
one of the Regional Priorities Criteria such as equity. The winner of each round receives a point. The loser, zero
points, and in ties, each proposal receives a half point. Points are tallied, and the proposal with the highest score
is the priority project. This method provides a more effective and transparent approach for comparing three or
more proposals. This method may be time consuming to allow for both discussion and the pairwise comparison
voting process. This process could also result in another tie between competing proposals – requiring a second
round of pairwise comparisons on separate criteria to determine a winner.
Ranked-Choice Voting
Single-winner ranked-choice voting may be used to select a preferred project from a pool of tied proposals. Each
policy maker ranks all the identically scored proposals to determine their order by their preference – first choice,
second choice, etc. To determine a single winner, a proposal must receive more than half of all votes counted. All
first choices are counted. If a proposal obtains more than half the votes in the first round, it becomes the winner.
If not, the proposal with the fewest votes is eliminated. In the second round, the voters who ranked the eliminated
proposal as their ‘number 1’ will have their votes count for their next choice. This process continues until there’s a
majority proposal with more than half the votes. This method may be difficult to perform in an online meeting.
Discussion
TRPC has not used a point-based project evaluation and selection process for over 20 years. TRPC staff has not
briefed the TPB, Council, or TAC on methods to break a tie. Applicants, the TPB, and the Council desire
confidence in a process that is easy to understand, use, and will yield priority proposals that best satisfy regional
transportation priorities.
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TRPC STAFF RECOMMENDATION
As this Call for Projects process is quite different than past years, staff recommend the simplest approach of a
majority vote to break ties among projects. If after the first Call for Projects, the majority vote is considered
insufficient, then a pairwise comparison or ranked choice voting can be considered for the next call for projects.

QUESTIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS
1. What is your preferred approach for breaking ties to select priority projects for grant awards?
a. Simple majority vote.
b. Pairwise comparison.
c.

Ranked-choice voting.

d. More than one option, depending on the situation.

